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Représentation permanente de la France auprès de l’Office des Nations unies
et des Organisations internationales à Vienne

N°18

Lettre mensuelle d’informations sur les échéances de l’Agence
Internationale de l’Energie Atomique (AIEA)

novembre 2015
Editorial :

Quelques jours après le soixante-dixième anniversaire de l’Organisation des Nations Unies, le mois de novembre sera
e
marqué par la tenue, en France, de la 21 Conférence des parties de la Convention-cadre des Nations unies sur les
changements climatiques de 2015, plus connue sous le nom de COP21.
À partir du 27 novembre, vous pourrez trouver toutes les informations relatives à cet événement sur le site officiel de
la COP21 (www.cop21.gouv.fr) mais également suivre les principales avancées sur le site de la Représentation
permanente ainsi que par le biais du fil Twitter.
Il est à noter que l’AIEA sera présente sur le site du Bourget. À cette occasion, elle a édité en français la mise à jour
2015 de son document « Changements climatiques et énergie nucléaire ». Elle a également édité un numéro spécial
du Bulletin de l’AIEA.

Rappels sur la lettre mensuelle d’informations : Cette lettre comporte des tableaux compilant (i) des conférences internationales et
des réunions techniques organisées par l’AIEA et potentiellement d’intérêt pour les industriels français (autres que celles déjà
identifiées lors des réunions de coordination menées par le Service du Gouverneur : CEA-DRI), (ii) les besoins de l’AIEA en experts
mis gratuitement à sa disposition par les Etats membres (salaires et charges pris en charge par l’employeur), (iii) des appels d’offres
commerciaux lancés par l’AIEA dans le cadre de l’United Nations Global Marketplace et (iv) des postes vacants stratégiques.
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Une attention particulière sera portée aux offres d’emploi de l’AIEA qui propose,
en ce mois de novembre, de nombreux postes de niveau P3, P4 et P5 pour
lesquels des candidatures françaises sont tout à fait envisageables.

Le projet ReNUAL, piltoé par l’AIEA pour la réalisation de nombreux chantiers sur le site
de Seibesdorf, donne lieu à de nombreux appels d’offres ou appels à candidatures, avec
des délais de réponse très courts (inférieurs à la périodicité de publication de cette lettre).
Il est fortement recommandé aux entreprises de se rendre aussi souvent que possible sur
le site www.ungm.org où, en filtrant les annonces par agence (IAEA), il est possible
d’accéder à toutes les appels d’offre en cours.
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Conférences internationales de l’AIEA

Conférence
International Conference on
Research Reactors: Safe
Management and Effective
Utilization

Objectif

Date

Lieu

Responsable AIEA

The purpose of this conference is to foster the exchange of information on
operating and planned research reactors and to provide a forum at which
reactor operators, managers, users, regulators, designers and suppliers can
share experience and lessons learned, as well as address common issues,
challenges, and strategies.
The conference will have a number of technical sessions dealing with
specific topical areas. Sessions are expected to include papers by invited
speakers as well as contributions by participants. While most papers will
focus on one of the principal areas below, authors are encouraged to
consider integration with the other areas as appropriate.

16-20
novembre
2015

VIC
Vienne,
Austria

Email: RRConference2015@iaea.org
Mr Andrea Borio di Tigliole (Lead
Scientific Secretary)
Research Reactor Section
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Technology
Department of Nuclear Energy
Mr Amgad Shokr
Research Reactor Safety Section
Division of Nuclear Installation
Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security

The topical areas are grouped below under seven major headings:

International Conference on
Human and Organizational
Aspects of Assuring Nuclear
Safety – Exploring 30 Years of
Safety Culture

Date
limite
d’enregistremen
t

1. Utilization and Applications of Research Reactors
2. Research Reactor Operation and Maintenance
3. New Research Reactor Projects
4. Safety of Research Reactors
5. Security of Research Reactors
6. Research Reactor Spent Fuel Management and Decommissioning
7. Common Management Considerations for Research Reactors
The overall purpose of the conference is to provide an opportunity for the
nuclear community to reflect on the pivotal role that human and
organizational aspects play in assuring safety. In particular, the objectives of
the conference will be to:
• Review the experience gained with regard to human and organizational
factors (HOF), safety culture and leadership for safety;
• Share and gather experiences related to current developments,
approaches, methods and research in the areas of HOF, safety culture
and leadership for safety; and
• Identify the future needs for building organizational resilience
capabilities in order to further strengthen defence in depth for nuclear
facilities and activities.
The special focus of the conference will be on safety culture and the past 30
years of developments in this area.
• Human and Organizational Factors
• Safety Culture/Culture for Safety
•
Leadership
and
Management
for
Safety
• The Systemic Approach to Safety (The Interaction between Human,
Technical and Organizational Factors)

Mr Danas Ridikas
Physics Section
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications

22–26
February
2016

Vienna,
Austria

Scientific
Secretariat
conference:

of

the

Ms Helen Rycraft
Senior Safety Officer (Safety Culture)
Division of Nuclear Installation
Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22029
Email: SafetyCulture2016@iaea.org
Ms Monica Haage
Safety Officer (Safety Culture)
Division of Nuclear Installation
Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22551
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Electronic submission
of the synopsis
(including submission
of Forms A and B): 30
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Submission of grant
application (including
submission of Forms
A and C): 30 Octobre
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Notification of
acceptance of
papers: 1 October
2015 Electronic
submission of
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• Resilience Engineering
• High Reliability Organizations
These areas will be reflected upon in the following perspectives:
• Lessons learned from the Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima
Daiichi accidents
• Lessons learned from other major events in the nuclear industry
• Lessons learned from other high hazard sectors and industries
• Current research and development
• Current approaches and practices
• Future demands and needs to assure safe performance

International Conference on
Effective Nuclear Regulatory
Systems: Sustaining
Improvements Globally

The objective of this conference is to review and assess ways of further
improving the effectiveness of regulatory systems for nuclear facilities and
activities for both nuclear safety and nuclear security. The action items in
the summary presented by the President of the conference held in 2013 in
Ottawa, the lessons of the Fukushima Daiichi accident, the discussions at
other international conferences and at international experts’ meetings
conducted within the framework of the IAEA Action Plan on Nuclear Safety,
as well as the CNS and the principles outlined in the Vienna Declaration on
Nuclear Safety, will continue to have a significant impact on regulatory
systems. All the aforementioned need to be taken into account to sustain
improvements to regulatory systems.
Topical Issue No. 1: Regulatory Lessons Learned and Actions Taken
Topical Issue No. 2: Challenges in Regulating Nuclear Installations
Topical Issue No. 3: Challenges in Regulating Radiation Sources and
Radioactive Waste
Topical Issue No. 4: Strengthening International Cooperation
Topical Issue No. 5: Strengthening Regulatory Competence

11 – 15
April 2016

Vienna,
Austria

Email: SafetyCulture2016@iaea.org

accepted full papers:
27 November 2015

Scientific Secretariat:

Electronic submission
of extended synopsis
including submission
of
Forms A and B
through official
channels: 19 October
2015

Mr Shahid Mallick
Head, Programme and Policy Unit
Safety and Security Coordination
Section
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 25673
Fax: +43 1 2600 7
Mr Lingquan Guo
Head, Knowledge Networks Unit
Safety and Security Coordination
Section
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26429
Fax: +43 1 2600 7
Email address of the scientific
secretariat: RegConf2016@iaea.org
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International Conference on
Advancing the Global
Implementation of
Decommissioning and
Environmental Remediation
Programmes

26th IAEA Fusion Energy
Conference

The conference will share and review challenges, achievements and lessons
learned related to the decommissioning and environmental remediation
programmes that have been implemented during the past decade. Key
goals will include raising awareness of the importance of addressing the
legacies from past activities, identifying current priority needs and providing
recommendations on the strategies and approaches that can enable and
enhance safe, secure and cost-effective implementation of national and
international programmes during the next one to two decades.
• National policies and strategies to enable and enhance decommissioning
and environmental remediation
• Regulatory framework and standards for decommissioning and
environmental remediation
• Decision-making process: societal and stakeholder involvement during
the life cycle of decommissioning and environmental remediation projects
• Technical and technological aspects of decommissioning and
environmental remediation (involving parallel sessions for decommissioning
and environmental remediation)
• Project management and supply chain considerations
• Optimizing waste and materials management in decommissioning and
environmental remediation
• International cooperation

23–27
May 2016

With a number of next-step fusion devices currently being implemented —
such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) in
Cadarache, France, and the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in Livermore,
United States of America — and in view of the concomitant need to
demonstrate the technological feasibility of fusion power plants as well as
the economic viability of this method of energy production, the fusion
community is now facing new challenges. The way these challenges are
addressed will dictate research orientations in the present and coming
decades.
The scientific scope of FEC 2016 is, therefore, intended to reflect the
priorities of this new era in fusion energy research. The conference aims to
serve as a platform for sharing the results of research and development
efforts in both national and international fusion experiments that have
been shaped by these new priorities, and to thereby help in pinpointing
worldwide advances in fusion theory, experiments, technology,
engineering, safety and socio-economics. Furthermore, the conference will
also set these results against the backdrop of the requirements for a net
energy producing fusion device and a fusion power plant in general, and will
thus help in defining the way forward.

17–22
October
2016

Madrid,
Spain

Scientific Secretaries:
Mr Patrick O’Sullivan
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Technology
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22660
Mr Horst Monken-Fernandes
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Waste Technology
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 24673

Submission of Form B
and abstract: 16
November 2015
Submission of Form
C: 16 November
2015
Notification of
acceptance of
synopsis: 31
December 2015

Mr Vladan Ljubenov
Division of Radiation, Transport and
Waste Safety
Department of Nuclear Safety and
Security
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22553
Joint email address:
Decommissioning-andEnvironmental-Remediation2016@iaea.org

Kyoto
JAPAN

Mr Ralf Kaiser
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna International Centre
PO Box 100
1400 VIENNA
AUSTRIA
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21756
Ms Sehila M. González de Vicente
Division of Physical and Chemical
Sciences
Department of Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna International Centre
PO Box 100
1400 VIENNA
AUSTRIA
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21753
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of a Paper (Form B)
These forms must be
received by the IAEA
no later than 1 April
2016.
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Third International
Conference on Nuclear
Knowledge Management –
Challenges and Approaches

Conference
ID: 50805 (CN-241)

International Conference on
the Safety of Radioactive
Waste Management

Through the presentation and discussion of issues and solutions related to
building, collecting, transferring, sharing, maintaining, preserving and
utilizing knowledge, the conference will aim to improve awareness of the
importance of knowledge management (KM) in the nuclear sector. Member
States will have the opportunity to strengthen their capabilities in this area
by learning from the experiences of other Member States and other
stakeholders.
This conference is a follow-up to the first and second international
conferences organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on
nuclear knowledge management, held in 2004 in Saclay, France, and in
2007 in Vienna, Austria, respectively. It also builds on the outcomes of the
IAEA-organized international conferences on human resource development
held in 2010 in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, and in 2014 in Vienna,
Austria
The conference will consist of both plenary and parallel sessions, blending
high-level, keynote sessions (which will address strategic and cross-cutting
aspects of KM) with more practical sessions (which will include experience
sharing through case studies of practices in, and approaches to, KM systems
and techniques). The event will feature exhibitions, forums and panels, as
well as tutorials and workshops. Computer and display technology will be
deployed to support interactive poster sessions and communication
platforms. Access to, and dissemination of, conference materials will be
facilitated through a conference web page. Hospitality events and evening
social events are also planned for participants and their partners.
The scope of the conference will be articulated through thematic tracks,
exploring both cross-cutting aspects of nuclear KM and elements that are
more prominent in, and specific to, distinct applications of nuclear power
and technology. The planned thematic tracks are described below in terms
of pertinent topics and interested stakeholders.

7–11
November
2016

Vienna,
Austria

-

21-25
November
2016

À
définir

5-9
December
2016

Vienna,
Austria

Scientific Secretaries:
Mr John de Grosbois
Nuclear Knowledge Management
Section
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22883
Email: NKM-Conference@iaea.org
Ms Maria Elena Urso
Nuclear Knowledge Management
Section
Department of Nuclear Energy
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26579
Email: NKM-Conference@iaea.org

Submission of Form B
and papers:
28 February 2016
Submission of Form
C:
28 February 2016
Notification of
acceptance of
papers:
Mid-May 2016

Administration and organization:
Ms Karen Morrison
Conference Services Section
Division
of
Conference
and
Document Services
Department of Management
IAEA-CN-241
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21317
Email: K.Morrison@iaea.org

-

-

Conference
ID: 50807 (CN-242)
International Conference on
Nuclear Security:
Commitments and Actions

Conference
ID: 50809 (CN-244

 : Pour les inscriptions à ces conférences internationales, consulter les liens dédiés (dans la première colonne). Pour plus d’annonces de conférences, consulter le site de l’AIEA au lien
suivant : http://www-pub.iaea.org/iaeameetings/.
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Besoins prévisionnels d’experts à titre gracieux (Cost Free Experts) à l’AIEA (2013-2015)
Position

Département

Division

Management (MT)

O/DDG-MT

Management (MT)
Management (MT)

MTIT
MTIT

Business Solutions Section (BSS)
Infrastructure Services Section (ISS)

Senior Nuclear Engineer

Nuclear Energy (NE)

NENP

Groupe des Infrastructures intégrées (INIG)

Nuclear Engineer

Nuclear Energy (NE)

NENP

Projet international INPRO

Environmental Remediation Specialist
Energy Analyst

Nuclear Energy (NE)
Nuclear Energy (NE)

NEFW
O/DDG-NE

Waste and Technology Section (WTS)

Knowledge Management Specialist

Nuclear Energy (NE)

O/DDG-NE

Nuclear Knowledge Management Section (NKM)

P4

Senior Safety Officer
Senior Safety Officer
Senior Safety Officer
Safety Officer
Radition Safety Specialist

Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)
Nuclear security and safety (NS)

NSNI
NSNI
NSNI
NSNI
NSRW

P5
P5
P5
P4
P4

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC

Radition Safety Specialist

Nuclear security and safety (NS)

NSRW

Regulatory Activities Section (RAS)
Safety Assessment Section (SAS)
Research Reactor Safety Section (RRSS)
International Seismic Safety Center (ISSC)
Radiation Safety and Monitoring Section (RSM)
Regulatory Infrastructure and Transport Safety
Section (RIT)

P4

VIC

Senior Physical and Technical Security
Specialist
Application Security Engineer
IT Systems Engineer

Section/groupe
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Grade

Durée du contrat

Lieu

P4

18 mois

VIC

P3
P3
P4 or
P5
P4 or
P5

1 à 2 ans
1 à 2 ans

VIC
VIC

3 ans

VIC

3 ans

VIC
VIC
VIC

1 an (extension
possible)

VIC
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Offres de consultances à l’AIEA
Référence

Intitulé du poste

Descriptif/Rôle

TALMT20151030-001

OBIEE Reports

To design, build, implement and maintain effective OBIEE-based ERP reports.
Functions / Key Results Expected

Design, build, implement and maintain OBIEE-based AIPS reports.

Provide OBIEE Level 3 support.

Provide solutions for incidents and application service requests.

Develop solutions for change requests related to OBIEE reports.

Develop data access and ad hoc queries.

Develop and maintain Technical Design Documents.

Deliver training to OBIEE super users.
Qualifications and Experience

A minimum of five years of progressively responsible experience in the
implementation and operational support for OBIEE-based Oracle EBusiness Suite reports (for at least three of the following modules: General
Ledger, Grants Accounting, Accounts Payable, Procurement, Fixed Assets,
Accounts Receivables, Fixed Assets, Human Resources, Payroll);

Experience in performance tuning for complex database views;

Experience developing OBIEE reports and dashboards using Noetix specific
E-Business views;

A working knowledge of Noetix Workbench and Customizations is
desirable;

Experience in customizing the Noetix views;

Experience with RPD development and maintenance;

Experience working with datawarehouses and datamarts, materialized
views management is desirable.
To advise on the planning, design and review of comprehensive cancer control
activities.

Provide detailed, specialist technical input to comprehensive cancer
control activities, to the design and development of capacity building
activities and to other products and services identified by PACT.

Provide a thorough analysis of potential collaborations with national and
international stakeholders, NGOs, cancer treatment and research
institutes for the delivery of cancer control activities.

Provide timely and comprehensive technical input to the work of PACT
Programme Officers during their duties.

Submit timely and comprehensive technical inputs and comments to
cancer-related policy or programmatic documents such as National Cancer
Control Plan, National Cancer Strategy, Project Proposals, Country
Programme Framework etc.

Submit expert advice on other technical matters related comprehensive
cancer control

TALTCCT20151022006

Programme of Action
for Cancer Therapy
(PACT)

Département
Department of
Management (MT)

Department of
Technical Cooperation
(TC)
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Grade

Contrat
Duration
in
Months: 12
Contract Type:
Special Service
Agreement
SSA

Duration
in
Months: 12
Contract Type:
Special Service
Agreement
SSA

Date limite de
candidature
Closing Date:
2015-11-10,
11:59:00 PM

Closing Date:
2015-11-09,
11:59:00 PM
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Postes vacants à l’AIEA

Référence

Intitulé du poste

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

2015/0384
(018736)

Software Quality
Engineer

The Software Quality Engineer is (a) a continual improvement advocate, monitoring practices in and
outside the section to identify opportunities of improvement; (b) a project manager primarily
focused on organizational change; (c) a quality auditor, ensuring compliance of project teams with
the established processes and standards.
The Software Quality Engineer interacts very much with all the staff of the section during the
implementation of continual improvement activities. He or she also interacts frequently with the
section’s project managers and software engineers in the execution of projects
The Software Quality Engineer reports regularly to the section’s management team on the status of
projects from a quality perspective, on the effectiveness and efficiency of the section's quality
management system, and makes proposals for continual improvement.
The Software Quality Engineer also builds on networks of quality management specialists and
process managers in the Division of Information Technology and in the rest of the IAEA to exchange
experience and consider possible joint activities.
Under the supervision and guidance of the Section Head, the Programme Management Officer
develops and manages programmes and projects in the area of nuclear technology based on
Member States' development needs.
Assess and interpret the political, social and economic environment of assigned countries and
provide inputs to Country Programme Frameworks addressing TC strategy and policy issues. In
collaboration with Member State institutions, technical departments and other partners, design
programmes/projects integrating best practice and innovative policies and strategies and applying
quality management standards and a results-based approach. Assess progress and report on the
achievement of project results in line with quality management standards. Identify lessons learned
and propose adaptations and innovations to monitoring and assessment mechanisms and tools.
Expedite and coordinate project implementation, establishing collaborative relationships with
Member State institutions and recommending innovative approaches to project execution and
capacity building. Ensure the timely and effective implementation of human resource and
equipment components.

Department of
Management (MT)

P3

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract
Type: Fixed
Term
Regular

Department of
Technical
Cooperation (TC)

P3

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract
Type: Fixed
Term
Regular

2015/0461
(016298)

Programme
Management
Officer
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Grade

Contrat

Date limite
de
candidature
2015-12-19

2015-12-03
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Référence

Intitulé du poste

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

PIPENGINEERIN
G-002

Talent Pipeline for
Engineering
Professionals
and
Experts

Reporting to a Section/Unit Head, Nuclear Engineering or Technical Engineering professionals
and experts are recognized specialists or authorities in one or more of the following fields (list
includes, but is not is limited to)
Civil Engineering (Environmental, Geotechnical, Structural, Transport, Water Resources...)
Chemical Engineering ( Materials, Processing...)
Electrical Engineering (Computer, Electronic, Optical, Power...)
Mechanical Engineering (Manufacturing, Thermal, Vehicle...)
Systems Engineering (Agricultural, Applied, Biological, Building Services, Energy, Industrial,
Nuclear)
The Associate Finance Officer is: (1) a team member working together with other members of
the group to ensure accurate and timely processing of payments in an effective manner and in
compliance with established procedures, (2) a contact point for staff members throughout the
IAEA, external counterparts, providing advice and guidance to facilitate the processing of all
financial transactions, and (3) an analyst reviewing policy, procedures and business processes
and recommending improvements.
Establish work priorities and coordinate the accounts payable activities in consultation with
higher-level staff to ensure that payments are processed efficiently and timely and adequate
internal controls are in place.
• Review and authorize payments within delegated limits and in compliance with established
rules and procedures.
• Review exceptional financial transactions and serve as escalation point where necessary.
• Review and authorize all accounting entries/adjustments to be posted into AIPS.
• Review assigned general ledger accounts regularly, and contribute to the periodic and year-end
closure activities.
• Review existing policies and procedures and recommend improvements to higher-level staff to
ensure efficiency of operations and full utilization of the ERP system.

Pipeline pour vivier

-

-

Department of
Management (MT)
Division of Budget
and Finance (MTBF)

P2

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract
Type: Fixed
Term
Regular

2015/0431
(018615)

Associate
Officer
Payable)

Finance
(Accounts
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Grade

Contrat

Date limite
de
candidature
2015-12-18

2015-12-01,
11:59:00
PM
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Référence
2015/0306
(005005)

Intitulé du
poste
Research
Scientist
(biogeochemistry
)(Radioecology
Lab)

2015/0392
(007672)

Team
Leader
(SGSurveillance)

Descriptif/Rôle
Support the Section Head in planning and implementing the programme in the specific area of carbon cycling,
coastal processes and environmental changes, and the biomonitoring of contaminants.
Develop, plan and execute research on the ocean carbon cycle, carbon export and vertical flux processes using
classical and isotopic techniques
Plan and organize field and laboratory activities to monitor and assess the carbon cycling in the oceans and the flux
of contaminants and biomarkers associated to particles
Develop and expand the use of natural radionuclides as a tool to study the sequestration of carbon by the oceans
Prepare and write scientific reports and publications on the biogeochemical cycle of carbon and the export of
carbon as well as of inorganic and organic elements in the ocean; represent the IAEA-EL in meetings and at
conferences
Supervise, instruct and guide consultants, research assistants, technical assistants and trainees in the Laboratory
and on research cruises
Provide scientific and technical support to Technical Co-operation Projects, in particular to regional and interregional projects aiming to harmonize methodologies and strategies in the area of marine environmental studies
using nuclear and associated techniques.
Provide support to the network of marine laboratories.
As a Team Leader reporting to the Head of the Section for Unattended Systems, the incumbent leads the
Surveillance Team in terms of planning, supervision and implementation of its activities. The Team Leader takes
the lead in cradle-to-grave responsibility for all IAEA safeguards video surveillance systems worldwide. She/he
manages and directs a team of scientists, engineers and technicians in the most efficient manner to meet Divisional
and Departmental strategic objectives in support of the needs of the Operations Division
• Lead the implementation of the IAEA's current surveillance systems and the development of new surveillance
systems and surveillance review technologies.
• Formulate the Team's work programme and related budget.
• Monitor and manage the appropriate configuration and operation of the surveillance laboratory and the
surveillance
equipment
inventory.
• Coordinate the implementation and support of safeguards surveillance devices around the world.
• Coordinate the development and implementation of surveillance related infrastructure.
• Review and analyse the programme to assess the quality and effectiveness of surveillance implementation, and
propose changes to increase the efficiency and effectiveness and to assure the quality of services.

Département

Grade

Contrat

Department of
Nuclear Sciences
and Applications
IAEA Environment
Laboratories
consists (Monaco)

P4

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract
Type: Fixed
Term
Regular

Department of
Safeguards
Division
of
Technical
and
Scientific Services
(SGTS)

P5

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract
Type: Fixed
Term
Regular
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Date limite
de
candidatur
e
2015-12-02,
11:59:00
PM

2015-12-14,
11:59:00
PM
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2015/0452
(127795)

Nuclear Safety
Officer

2015/0435
(010900)

Programme
Management
Officer

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

The Nuclear Safety Officer is: (1) a project planner and implementer, contributing to the development and
implementation of activities aimed at promoting the Divisional programmatic objectives; (2) a scientific
secretary and technical expert, planning and leading Technical Meetings and consultancies;(3) a mission
leader, planning and leading technical safety reviews and follow-up missions; and (4) a technical officer,
leading and evaluating technical cooperation and extra-budgetary operational and coordinated research
projects.
• Lead projects of internal and external experts to develop, implement and evaluate safety standards.
• Provide Member States with advice and assistance in the application of safety assessment methodologies
and safety standards, including to organize peer review missions to determine the effectiveness of regulatory
oversight and to formulate an action plan for the Member State to address identified deficiencies.
• Provide advice and assistance to Member State and industry association reviews of operating organization
management systems, safety culture, human resources management and scientific and technical capacity
including participation as an expert advisor and technical expert on Member State and industry association
review missions.
• Organize and manage capacity building projects, including education, training and exercises at the national,
regional and international levels to address all the nuclear safety related areas, including safe operation,
emergency preparedness and response, and regulatory effectiveness.
• Provide expert technical input and maintain / operate nuclear safety information systems such as the
Incident Reporting System (IRS), and Incident Reporting System for Research Reactors (IRSRR) and Fuel
Incident Notification and Analysis System (FINAS); provide support and relevant expertise for the Incident
Emergency System (IES); and participate in associated training events and exercises.
• Participate as an active member and IAEA representative in professional meetings, conferences and projects.
As an active member of project and country teams, the Programme Management Officer acts as a substantive
contributor and specialist adviser in developing and managing the TC programme and advising on
programmatic and socio-economic issues and development conditions in assigned countries. Building on
his/her solid knowledge and experience, he/she elaborates concepts and/or develops new approaches and
methodologies to meet complex programmatic challenges and to manage complex and/or sensitive situations
in programme delivery.
Assess and interpret the political, social and economic environment of assigned countries and provide inputs
to Country Programme Frameworks addressing TC strategy and policy issues. In collaboration with Member
State institutions, technical departments and other partners, design programmes/projects integrating best
practice and innovative policies and strategies and applying quality management standards and a results-based
approach.
Act as a TC focal point or resource person, where needed, for cross-departmental issues. Assess progress and
report on the achievement of project results in line with quality management standards. Identify lessons
learned and propose adaptations and innovations to monitoring and assessment mechanisms and tools.
Monitor programme/project budgets, certify and approve project disbursements to ensure delivery is in line
with approved project budgets and that delivery levels are met. Expedite and coordinate project
implementation, establishing collaborative relationships with Member State institutions and recommending
innovative approaches to project execution and capacity building. Ensure the timely and effective
implementation of human resource and equipment components. Develop and maintain networks and
partnerships with national institutions and UN development agencies in order to contribute to increasing
awareness of TC. Contribute to resource mobilization activities, proposing projects requiring additional funding
and identifying funding options.
Contribute to the documentation of knowledge by proposing examples of best practices and success stories, as
well as replicable strategies and approaches, and actively share and apply this knowledge.

Department of Nuclear
Safety and Security
(NS)
Division
of
Installation
(NSNI)

Regional Divisions

Contrat

P4

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract
Type:
Fixed
Term
Regular

P4

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract
Type:
Fixed
Term
Regular

Nuclear
Safety

Department of
Technical Cooperation
(TC)
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Référence
2015/0437
(080567)

2015/0433
(006077)

Intitulé du
poste
Programme
Associate

Gamma
Spectrometry
Specialist(P3) -

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

The Programme Associate is: (1) a monitor, reviewing and maintaining schedules of the progress
of tasks, developing and maintaining tracking tools for resource allocation and the status of
activities and contributing to the preparation of reports to donors on the use made of their
contributions; (2) an analyst, evaluating, extracting, consolidating data from documentation
available in-house and obtained from Member States for the purpose of extra-budgetary
programme (EBP) reporting; and (3) a presenter of EBP performance and results.
Maintain a project management system for extra-budgetary contributions, linked to the Agencywide Information System for Programme Support (AIPS), for planning, forecasting and tracking the
schedule and outcome of tasks.
• Identify potential gaps in funding and make recommendations regarding adjustment to schedule
or re-allocation of funds.
• Facilitate the reporting of extra-budgetary contributions identifying the level of detail required
by donors. Develop final reports on the use made of the contribution, gather all information
regarding activities and each corresponding deliverable.
• Map multiple donor awards to task/subtask funding requirements and ensure tasks/subtasks are
adequately resourced according to plans.
• Ensure (inform and monitor) that project managers and task managers are aware of donor
requirements and that they are incorporated into implementation plans for tasks/subtasks.
• Make recommendations to managers regarding resolution of any potential issues related to
donor requirements in a timely manner.
• Participate in working groups/one-to-one meetings with other organizational groups in the IAEA
on policy issues related to the Contribution Agreement and other requirements of the donor.
• Participate in the development of proposals to donors for extra-budgetary funds and advise
manager on relevant criteria, guidelines and procedures.
• Participate in the development of the regular budget and the production of reports to the PMO
through Hyperion
• Provide support for the development of the regular budget and reporting through Hyperion on
the implementation of the programme.

Department of Nuclear
Safety and Security
(NS)

The Gamma Spectrometry Specialist is: (1) a provider of technical support and guidelines to users of
radioanalytical techniques in Member State laboratories; (2) an instructor of trainees in the field of
methodology and applications of radioanalytical techniques; (3) a specialist, providing substantive advice and
analytical results to other staff of the Terrestrial Environment Laboratory.
Ensures that the target outputs of the Programme are met in terms of analytical quality and timeliness by
performing measurements of samples, including of candidate reference and proficiency test materials, using
gamma spectrometry equipment and writing reports on the results.
Provides technical advice and guidelines on the effective use of radioanalytical equipment to Member States
laboratories, including organization of technical meetings and training workshops.
Contributes to the development and modification of instruments and advanced analytical methodologies for
gamma spectrometry, and writes scientific papers.
Provides training and supervise fellows on methodology and applications of radioanalytical techniques.

Division of Nuclear
Security (NSNS)

Department of Nuclear
Sciences and
Applications
IAEA Environment
Laboratories
(Seibesdorf)

Schwarzenbergplatz 16 – 1010 VIENNE – Autriche
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2015/0440
(080625)

Laboratory
Technician
(Phytosanitary)

2015/0436
(020034)

Programme
Management
Officer

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

The Laboratory Technician provides technical support for the activities of the Fruit Fly Rearing and Quality
Management group of the Insect Pest Control Laboratory under the USDA/IAEA Agreement entitled
Development of Phytosanitary and Regulatory Treatments for Exotic Tephritid Fruit Flies•. The Laboratory
Technician maintains colonies, establishes new colonies, and provides assistance with the implementation of
experimental protocols with data entry in the appropriate databases as required under the USDA/IAEA
Agreement.

Maintain fruit fly strains and populations that are the subject of the USDA/IAEA Agreement.

Colonize new populations of fruit flies, as required by the USDA/IAEA Agreement.

Prepare fruit fly infestations in natural and artificial hosts for experimental hot water, cold
temperature and other potential post-harvest treatments, as stipulated under the USDA/IAEA
Agreement.

Carry out data entry of the experiments in the appropriate databases.
Ensure effective functioning of equipment.
As an active member of project and country teams, the Programme Management Officer acts as a substantive
contributor and specialist adviser in developing and managing the TC programme and advising on
programmatic and socio-economic issues and development conditions in assigned countries. Building on
his/her solid knowledge and experience, he/she elaborates concepts and/or develops new approaches and
methodologies to meet complex programmatic challenges and to manage complex and/or sensitive situations
in programme delivery.
Assess and interpret the political, social and economic environment of assigned countries and provide inputs
to Country Programme Frameworks addressing TC strategy and policy issues. In collaboration with Member
State institutions, technical departments and other partners, design programmes/projects integrating best
practice and innovative policies and strategies and applying quality management standards and a resultsbased approach.
Act as a TC focal point or resource person, where needed, for cross-departmental issues. Assess progress and
report on the achievement of project results in line with quality management standards. Identify lessons
learned and propose adaptations and innovations to monitoring and assessment mechanisms and tools.
Monitor programme/project budgets, certify and approve project disbursements to ensure delivery is in line
with approved project budgets and that delivery levels are met. Expedite and coordinate project
implementation, establishing collaborative relationships with Member State institutions and recommending
innovative approaches to project execution and capacity building. Ensure the timely and effective
implementation of human resource and equipment components. Develop and maintain networks and
partnerships with national institutions and UN development agencies in order to contribute to increasing
awareness of TC. Contribute to resource mobilization activities, proposing projects requiring additional
funding and identifying funding options.
Contribute to the documentation of knowledge by proposing examples of best practices and success stories,
as well as replicable strategies and approaches, and actively share and apply this knowledge

Department of
Nuclear Sciences and
Applications
Joint FAO/IAEA
Division of Nuclear
Techniques

G3

Duration
in
Months: 12
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Extrabudgetary

Department of
Technical
Cooperation (TC)

P4

Duration
in
Months: 36
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Regional Divisions
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

PIPFinance001) - (PIPFinance001

Associate
Finance Officer
(Accounts
Payable)

2015/0420
(005876)

Nuclear
Instrumentation
Specialist
(spectrometry)

Descriptif/Rôle
Reporting to higher-level staff, the Associate Finance Officer ensures the accurate and timely processing of
payments related to the procurement of goods and services, salaries and other staff benefits and
entitlements, travel and meetings; and authorizes payments within delegated limits in compliance with the
existing financial regulations, rules, policies, procedures and accounting practices.

Review and authorize payments within delegated limits and in compliance with established rules
and procedures.

Resolve any transactional issues and inquiries from counterparts.

Perform preliminary analytical reviews and continuous monitoring of quality of services and
process controls.

Prepare accounting entries/adjustments to be posted into AIPS.

Reconcile assigned general ledger accounts regularly, and contribute to the periodic and year-end
closure activities.

Review existing business processes and propose improvements to higher-level staff to ensure
efficiency of operations and full utilization of the ERP system.
As a member of a team led by the Group Leader of the nuclear spectrometry group, the Nuclear
Instrumentation Specialist (NIS) contributes with scientific knowledge and experimental skills to the
development and optimization of nuclear spectrometry techniques and methodologies for effective
application in environmental pollution monitoring, human health, industry, agriculture and other fields. He
provides also support to R&D projects and training, and technical backstopping support to Technical
Cooperation (TC) projects.

As part of the mobile gamma spectrometry team, provide monitoring and mapping services to
Member States.

Serve as a resource person on X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometers available in the NSIL
(including portable, bench top and custom-made energy-dispersive XRF spectrometers performing
either bulk or 2D/3D micro-analysis and imaging) and their applications to materials with interest
in various sciences.

Provide technical advice and guidelines on the effective use of XRF analysis and gamma
spectrometry to Member States' laboratories.

Contributes to the development of advanced analytical methodologies and interdisciplinary
applications of X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) analysis and gamma spectrometry techniques and to the
improvement and optimization of laboratory custom-made instruments.

Write scientific papers in the field of XRF analysis.

Provide training on methodology and interdisciplinary applications of X-ray fluorescence analysis
techniques.

Provide training on methodology and practice of mobile gamma spectrometry.

Contribute expertise to the development of computer-based teaching materials in support of
training in nuclear spectrometry.

Contribute scientific input and organize technical meetings on advances in and applications of
nuclear spectrometry.

Provide quality management support to the NSIL. Implement quality assurance procedures and
maintain
records
as
well
as
corrective
and
preventive
actions.
Serve as a mentor of scientific visitors and IAEA fellows in nuclear instrumentation techniques.

Département
Department of
Management (MT)
Division of Budget and
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Department of Nuclear
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Applications
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and Chemical
Sciences
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

Grade

Contrat

2015/0357
(123528)

Coordination
Officer (with
focus on
Nuclear Safety
and Security

The Coordination Officer is: 1) an analyst, providing background information through research on relevant
issues and interaction with counterparts in-house as well as in Member States' diplomatic corps; 2) a liaison
between internal experts and senior managers and Member States; 3) a team member, assisting the Special
Assistants to the Director General and senior professionals in the DGOC with decision-making support and inhouse coordination.
 Provide policy coordination with relevant IAEA Departments/Offices, in the areas of safeguards,
safety, security, with emphasis on the area of nuclear safety and security.
 Review for quality control and completeness of IAEA reports relevant to safeguards, safety and
security, and other areas of highly sensitive nature provided to DGOC for clearance to be
submitted to the Policy-Making Organs.
 Liaise with relevant Departments to enhance coordination, particularly with respect to the review
and clearance of correspondence with Member States, international organizations and other
counterparts for various conferences, technical meetings and reports.
 Conduct research and carry out analysis with a view to improving coordination and enhancing
relations between Member States and the IAEA Secretariat.
 Provide coordination support to relevant Departments on issues of an interdepartmental nature in
order to ensure timely and appropriate implementation of agreed policies.
 Prepare summary reports of proceedings of various meetings and international conferences.
 Keep abreast of the latest trends and developments in the areas of assignment. Provide guidance
and draft recommendations to incorporate best practice and improve business processes in the
IAEA.

Director General's Office
for Coordination (DGOC)

P3

Duration
in
Months: 12
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Temporary
Assistance

2015/0419
(004868)

Radiation
Chemist

The Radiation Chemist is: (1) a programme developer and implementer, contributing to planning, developing
the Agency's programme in radiation technology; (2) a scientific secretary/technical expert, planning and
leading moderately complex Technical Meetings. (3) a mission leader, planning and leading moderately
complex review missions; (4) a technical and project officer, evaluating moderately complex Technical
Cooperation (TC) projects, and promoting, co-ordinating and evaluating moderately complex Research
Projects (CRPs) in the the continuing widespread application of ionizing radiation in various fields.

Provides technical and strategic advice and services to IAEA Member States through the design
and technical backstopping and support to the implementation and appraisal of projects aimed at
application of radiation technology.

Plans and leads scientific-technical missions to Member States including preparatory and follow up
visits, and the assessment of their needs; provides technical input and coordinates the preparation
of mission reports.

As a contributor to policy development, and priority setting in the field of radiation technology,
designs and conducts analytical studies, participates in advisory committees and task forces, and
provides technical input to the policy and standards development of regional and international
bodies.

Evaluates TC projects; develops actions plans, and; plans, organizes and participates in seminars,
workshops, expert missions and training courses.

Prepares materials for publication as Agency documents or in relevant scientific journals.
Recommends, in conjunction with relevant stakeholders, innovative research and development
approaches.

Department of Nuclear
Sciences and
Applications
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2015/0424
(129399)

Team Assistant

2015/0417
(020175)

Nuclear Safety
Officer

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

Draft standard correspondence according to corporate communication guidelines. Format letters, reports,
technical documents, manuscripts, newsletters and other material in accordance with standard operating
procedures. On the basis of general instructions, search office files and records and select information for use
by the supervisor(s) in preparing correspondence, reports, project or programme plans.
Prepare graphs, charts and other visual aids for use by the supervisor(s) or experts in seminars, meetings,
workshops and presentations. May prepare and format documents for Internet publication.
Responsible for the work unit's Records Office in terms of: maintaining file lists, finding aids, paper and
electronic files according to corporate standards, liaising with ARMS (Archives and Records Management
Section) staff on records management issues, providing information to colleagues on records management
standards and practices, facilitating paper file transfers and retrievals, and ensuring the proper handling of
records of separating staff members.
Make arrangements for internal/external meetings, seminars and other events. This may require such
activities as the implementation of logistics, preparation of invitation letters and the typing, compilation and
distribution of working documents and other material. Take and prepare minutes and/or notes of internal
meetings. Make travel and hotel arrangements, prepare travel authorizations/claims for the supervisor(s)
and/or participants and compile, calculate and prepare cost estimates.
Input, retrieve and assemble information into/from databases using commercial or IAEA specific software
applications. May calculate and prepare standard limited components of the programme and budget (e.g.
printing requirements, consultancies) and the financial plan for the Unit/Section and may keep track of the
financial budget/expenditure of the Unit/Section. Update and maintain information databases, such as
mailing lists, document tracking systems and management reporting systems on the status and completion of
work plans. On behalf of the supervisor, may distribute work among the other support staff of the Section,
explaining work methods, assisting with routine problems and checking work in progress to ensure
compliance with administrative rules and regulations. Provide required support and/or backup to staff in
executive offices.
The Nuclear Safety Officer is: (1) a project planner and implementer, contributing to the development and
implementation of activities aimed at promoting the Divisional programmatic objectives; (2) a scientific
secretary and technical expert, planning and leading Technical Meetings and consultancies; (3) a mission
leader, planning and leading technical safety reviews and follow-up missions; and (4) a technical officer,
leading and evaluating technical cooperation and extra-budgetary operational and coordinated research
projects.
Depending
on
the
Section
focus,
functions
may
include
to:
• Lead projects of internal and external experts to develop, implement and evaluate safety standards.
• Provide Member States with advice and assistance in the application of safety assessment methodologies
and safety standards, including to organize peer review missions to determine the effectiveness of regulatory
oversight and to formulate an action plan for the Member State to address identified deficiencies.
• Provide advice and assistance to Member State and industry association reviews of operating organization
management systems, safety culture, human resources management and scientific and technical capacity
including participation as an expert advisor and technical expert on Member State and industry association
review
missions.
• Organize and manage capacity building projects, including education, training and exercises at the national,
regional and international levels to address all the nuclear safety related areas, including safe operation,
emergency
preparedness
and
response,
and
regulatory
effectiveness.
• Provide expert technical input and maintain / operate nuclear safety information systems such as the
Incident Reporting System (IRS), and Incident Reporting System for Research Reactors (IRSRR) and Fuel
Incident Notification and Analysis System (FINAS). • Provide support and relevant expertise for the Incident
Emergency System (IES) and participate in associated training events and exercises.
• Participate as an active member and IAEA representative in professional meetings, conferences and
projects.

Department of Technical
Cooperation

Grade
G4

Duration
in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2015/0401
(018622)

Recruitment
Officer

2015/0412
(005638)

Team Leader
(SG-RT)

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

The Recruitment Officer is: (1) a specialist, participating in and providing advice to managers on the
recruitment process, and (2) an analyst, reviewing complex recruitment cases and recommending solutions.
• Contribute to a successful and timely recruitment cycle by partnering with recruiting managers to set target
timelines and staff profiles, and providing advice on outreach strategy, appropriate assessment tools,
shortlisting, and evaluating candidates.
• Promote the use of best practice candidate's sourcing techniques and advise recruiting managers on
outreach strategy and conduct seminars and other outreach events with counterparts from Member States to
seek potential candidates. Set target timelines and staff profiles in consultation with recruiting managers,
ensure timely advertising of jobs and pre-screening of candidates.
• Research, propose and implement state-of-the-art initiatives on the use of assessment tools and methods,
including but not limited to, technical examinations, psychometric tests, etc.
• Research, provide and update recruitment metrics to support the work of the Recruitment Unit.
• Contribute to the evaluation of internal and external candidates by advising interview panel members on
appropriate interview techniques and questions, providing a professional assessment of interviews, testing or
other assessment tools, and carrying out reference checks.
• Coordinate and follow up on all recruitment, placement and transfers of staff, advising on staffing and
contracting options, negotiating salary levels with successful candidates, and providing information on
conditions of service as required.
• Promote the IAEA as an employer of choice, undertaking outreach activities such as recruitment missions,
job fairs, and presentations at various forums.
• Review extension requests for the respective Joint Advisory Panels on contract extensions for Professional
and General Service staff.
• Provide day-to-day supervision of a small team of Recruitment Assistants.
• Participate in and lead working groups in the above areas, and keep up-to-date on best practices and
contribute to the review of existing policies, procedures and practices related to recruitment.
The Radiometry Team Leader is: 1) a staff supervisor taking responsibility for the operation and maintenance
of a wide variety of non-destructive analytical systems; 2) a project manager, setting priorities, ensuring that
work follows the guidelines of the ISO-9001 certified Quality Management system in SGAS, and keeping
written procedures up to date; 3) a technical specialist, providing technical support to other divisions within
the Agency and Member States through Support Program tasks, and (4) an advisor to the Laboratory Head of
the Nuclear Material and Environmental Sample laboratories.
Supervise the Team in terms of scheduling the routine work of the Team, setting priorities, checking the
quality of results and taking remedial and preventive action as appropriate.
• Ensure that all written procedures relevant to the work of the Radiometry Team are up to date and that the
performance of the Team is consistent with the stated quality goals of the organization, as indicated in ISO9001 certified quality management system of SGAS.
• Oversee the measurement and reporting of several hundred nuclear material and environmental samples
within a timeliness goal for screening environmental samples of 14 days, and quality goal for all radiometry
measurements as specified in the standard operating procedures and monitored by quality control charts that
are reviewed on a weekly basis.
• Supervise the production of quality control materials for checking the performance of network laboratories
as well as for internal quality control of the Environmental Sample Laboratory results.
• Develop, as needed, methods for special sample types upon request from Department of Safeguards
Operations or Data Evaluation sections.
• Ensure that the complex radiometry instrumentation is in good operating condition and make sure that
breakdowns are resolved in a timely fashion.
• Keep abreast of developments in the field of radiometric sample analysis and plan for the implementation
of improved technology and/or methods.

Department of
Management (MT)

Grade
P3

Duration in
Months: 12
Contract Type:
Temporary
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2015/0414
(018746)

Senior Nuclear
Safety Officer

2015/0386
(002493)

Conference
Officer

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

The Senior Nuclear Safety Officer is:
(1) a programme planner and project integrator, planning, developing and implementing activities aimed
promoting the Divisional programmatic objectives; (2) a scientific secretary and subject matter expert,
planning and leading complex Technical Meetings and consultancies; (3) a mission leader, planning and
leading complex technical safety reviews and follow-up missions; and (4) a technical officer, developing
evaluation strategies and managing integrated project teams to implement and evaluate large and complex
technical cooperation and extra-budgetary operational projects and coordinated research projects.
Depending
on
the
Section
focus,
functions
may
include
to:
• Organize and lead teams of internal and external experts to strengthen safety standards and improve their
implementation, including to specify the way that standards are developed, implemented and evaluated.
• Lead the development of methodologies to assess safety vulnerabilities and for conducting national nuclear
safety assessments including consideration of external hazards, safety margins, plant vulnerabilities, and
severe
accident
management
plans.
• Coordinate Agency activities related to strengthening the nuclear safety effectiveness of operating
organizations
with
Member
State
regulatory
bodies
and
industry
associations.
• Consult with Member States with nuclear power programmes and those planning to embark on such a
programme to identify and plan initiatives to assist them to strengthen, develop, maintain and implement
their capacity building programs, including education, training and exercises at the national, regional and
international
levels.
• Identify evolving information requirements and guide the development and management of nuclear safety
information systems such as the Incident Reporting System (IRS), Incident Reporting System for Research
Reactors (IRSRR), and Fuel Incident Notification and Analysis System (FINAS); provide support and relevant
expertise for the Incident Emergency System (IES); and participate in associated training events and exercises.
• Participate as an active member and IAEA representative in professional meetings, conferences and
projects.
Under the guidance of the Section Head, the Conference Officer acts as: (1) a team leader of a group of
support staff, supervising their day-to-day activities; (2) a focal point to the meeting organizers, external
counterparts and Member States, providing advice and guidance on administrative and organizational aspects
of meetings; and (3) a planner of all logistical aspects related to meetings with the host governments, IAEA
Member States and other organizations.
• Provide administrative and organizational support for high-level meetings of the Agency's Governing Bodies
(the General Conference, the Board of Governors and its committees) and convention/treaty meetings, and
coordinate administrative arrangements for IAEA co-sponsorship and cooperation meetings with international
organizations.
• In collaboration with the Section Head and other relevant staff, prepare and monitor a comprehensive
annual
meeting
plan
and
schedules.
• Coordinate the use of internal and external meeting facilities, equipment and services, including the
interpretation services for IAEA meetings provided by the United Nations Office at Vienna (UNOV).
• Ensure that all applicable procedures, administrative rules and policies are followed for all IAEA meetings
and that the counterparts and meeting participants receive comprehensive and timely information on the
IAEA's
major
meetings.
• In support of the above functions, plan and coordinate the day-to-day activities of the support staff.

Department of Nuclear
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2015/0391
(020032)

Associate
Coordination
Officer

2015/0406
(000303)

Internal Auditor

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

The Associate Coordination Officer is an analyst, providing background information through research on
relevant issues and interaction with counterparts in house, with Member States' Permanent Missions and
international organizations; as well as liaison with internal experts, senior managers and Member States and
international organizations, as appropriate; a team member, assisting the Special Assistants to the Director
General and senior professionals in the DGOC with decision-making support and in-house coordination.
Under the supervision of the Special Assistant to the Director General for Strategy, analyses and reviews
inputs from the Departments on strategy matters; attends meetings as required, prepares summary reports
of proceedings, background papers, and other communications on specific issues of strategy/policy relevance,
including those related to general and specific topics of importance for relevant Departments, as well as
regular thematic status reports for the Director General.
• Supports coordination of organisational reports, in particular the Annual Report and other relevant
documents and reports provided to DGOC by reviewing and analysing inputs for clearance in order to be
submitted to the Policy-Making Organs.
• Assists the Chair of the Interdepartmental Steering Group on Corporate Knowledge Management (ISG/CKM)
through preparations of meetings, development of meeting agenda and CKM annual plan. Provides support in
developing standard operating procedures for implementation of CKM activities in-house, including drafting
of briefing notes and reports to the Director General, as well as meeting summaries, and coordinates the
follow-up.
• Under the supervision of the Special Assistant to the Director General for NA and TC, provides comments on
the Country Programme Frameworks (CPFs) prepared by TC and follows up on the nominations of SAGTAC
and SAGNA members and TC and NA related reports..
• Keeps abreast of the latest trends and developments in the areas of assignment, both within the UN
Common System and with other organisations. Provides relevant draft recommendations for DGOC senior
officials with regard to best practices and improve business processes in the IAEA.
The Auditor is an evaluator, risk assessor and advisor. He or she is responsible for planning and conducting 4-5
audit assignments per year of mid and high level of complexity. He or she should abide by OIOS Charter and
comply with the Internal Audit Manual.
Prepare and implement a risk-based audit plans and programmes with the following objectives:

To assess risks that could threaten the achievement of the programme objectives and to
determine whether adequate and appropriate controls have been established to mitigate the
identified risk;

To assess the degree of compliance with the Agency regulations, rules and policies;

To determine whether the Agency's assets and resources are sufficiently protected from misuse,
theft and losses;

To assess the management practices and to verify that the resources are used for the efficient and
effective implementation of its programme and activities;

To recommend appropriate remedial actions to address the risk, ensure compliance and improve
the efficient and effective management of the Agency resources. These recommendations should
focus on adoption of management best practices.

Director General's
Office for
Coordination
(DGOC)
Special Assistant to
the Director General
for Strategy

P2

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Office of Internal
Oversight Services
(OIOS)

P4

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular
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Contrat

Date limite
de
candidature
2015-11-22,
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2015-11-22,
11:59:00
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2015/0395
(128402)

Programme
Management
Officer

2015/0375
(007232)

Senior
Safeguards
Analyst
(Approaches)

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

As an active member of project and country teams, the Programme Management Officer acts as a substantive
contributor and specialist adviser in developing and managing the TC programme and advising on
programmatic and socio-economic issues and development conditions in assigned countries. Building on
his/her solid knowledge and experience, he/she elaborates concepts and/or develops new approaches and
methodologies to meet complex programmatic challenges and to manage complex and/or sensitive situations
in programme delivery.
Assess and interpret the political, social and economic environment of assigned countries and provide inputs
to Country Programme Frameworks addressing TC strategy and policy issues. In collaboration with Member
State institutions, technical departments and other partners, design programmes/projects integrating best
practice and innovative policies and strategies and applying quality management standards and a resultsbased approach.
Act as a TC focal point or resource person, where needed, for cross-departmental issues. Assess progress and
report on the achievement of project results in line with quality management standards. Identify lessons
learned and propose adaptations and innovations to monitoring and assessment mechanisms and tools.
Monitor programme/project budgets, certify and approve project disbursements to ensure delivery is in line
with approved project budgets and that delivery levels are met. Expedite and coordinate project
implementation, establishing collaborative relationships with Member State institutions and recommending
innovative approaches to project execution and capacity building. Ensure the timely and effective
implementation of human resource and equipment components. Develop and maintain networks and
partnerships with national institutions and UN development agencies in order to contribute to increasing
awareness of TC. Contribute to resource mobilization activities, proposing projects requiring additional
funding and identifying funding options.
Contribute to the documentation of knowledge by proposing examples of best practices and success stories,
as well as replicable strategies and approaches, and actively share and apply this knowledge
The Senior Safeguards Analyst is: (1) an Analyst - developing safeguards concepts and approaches, including
analysis of their strengths, weaknesses and cost effectiveness; (2) a Coordinator of programmes of work
related to safeguards involving other IAEA staff and experts from Member States; (3) a Facilitator - providing
timely, accurate, and efficient support to the Operations Divisions to resolve safeguards implementation
problems, and supporting safeguards inspection, training, and other activities of the Department, as
requested; and (4) a Supervisor of safeguards analysts as assigned, promoting good performance and
teamwork.

Department of
Technical
Cooperation (TC)
Regional Divisions

P3

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Department of
Safeguards
Division of Concepts
and Planning
Concepts and
Approaches Section

P5

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular






Identify safeguards needs and manage a programme of tasks or actions to address the need.



Provide effective planning and coordination of technical meetings and produce accurate
summaries of the proceedings and conclusions of the meetings.



Plan, organize and supervise the work and deliverables of safeguards analysts in the Section, as
assigned.

Develop, analyse, and document new or enhanced technical safeguards concepts and approaches.
Provide technical evaluations of State evaluation documents.
Provide technical evaluations of State-level safeguards approaches and measures in order to
determine their acceptability in terms of effectiveness and efficiency, compliance with IAEA policy
and guidance.



Provide technical expertise and effectively contribute to safeguards inspections and other field
activities.
NOTE: The incumbent may perform his/her work in areas involving exposure to radioactive materials.
Therefore, as an Occupationally Exposed Worker, he/she must be medically cleared by VIC Medical Service and
is subject to an appropriate radiation and health monitoring programme, in accordance with the IAEA's
Radiation Safety Regulations.
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Grade

Contrat

Date limite
de
candidature
2015-11-06
11:59:00
PM

2015-11-12,
11:59:00
PM
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Référence

Intitulé du
poste

2015/0374
(007223)

2015/0364
(010157)

Descriptif/Rôle

Département

Grade

Contrat

Section Head
(SGCP-CCA)()

The Section Head is: a coordinator for programmes of safeguards support work involving staff as well as
Member State experts; an analyst developing safeguards concepts and approaches, including analysis of their
strengths, weaknesses and cost effectiveness; a leader, promoting good performance and teamwork and
creating an environment where staff can develop their skills and share knowledge and experience; and a
manager of the human, financial and material/equipment resources assigned to the Section.
Management and organization:

Plan, organize and supervise the work and deliverables of the Section and optimize the utilization
of human, financial and material/equipment resources;

Manage the quality of all activities carried out by the Section;

Contribute to and coordinate the Section/Divisional input for the preparation of the Departmental
programme, budget estimates, financial plans and travel plans.
Development of concepts and approaches:

Evaluate the effectiveness of safeguards concepts, approaches and methods and identify potential
limitations and/or weaknesses in implementation;

Develop advanced safeguards concepts, approaches and methods aimed at increasing the
effectiveness and/or efficiency of safeguards implementation, including through the organization
of advisory group/consultants/experts meetings on the subject;

Develop, improve and evaluate State-level safeguards approaches and safeguards approaches for
nuclear fuel cycle facilities;

Participate in analysing and optimizing current practices of safeguards implementation and in
considering practical problems of safeguards implementation.
Coordination:
Direct and/or participate in Departmental review committees and working groups related to the
development and evaluation of safeguards concepts, policies and techniques;
Maintain contacts with State representatives and technical experts and participate in consultations and
meetings with them;
Subject to approval by the Board of Governors, function as a safeguards inspector.
NOTE: The incumbent may perform his/her work in areas involving exposure to radioactive materials.
Therefore, as an Occupationally Exposed Worker, he/she must be medically cleared by VIC Medical Service and
is subject to an appropriate radiation and health monitoring programme, in accordance with the IAEA's
Radiation Safety Regulations.

Department of
Safeguards
Division of Concepts
and Planning
Concepts and
Approaches Section

P5

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Safeguards
Information
Analyst (State
Declarations)

The Safeguards Information Analyst is:
(1) an analyst of complex and sensitive information related to nuclear non-proliferation; (2) a team member
of various projects, contributing to the Agency's nuclear verification mission by collecting, processing and
evaluating information declared by the States in order to identify issues and inconsistencies that are relevant
from a State evaluation; (3) an investigator, evaluating information declared by States and obtained from
other sources, in order to identify issues that are relevant from a State evaluation perspective, including the
identification of any questions, inconsistencies and nuclear non-proliferation issues; (4) an innovator with
regard to the processing and analysis of State declared information by proposing improvements in the
available tools and systems to promote their reliability, accuracy and maintainability.

Department of
Safeguards
Division of Information
Management

P3

Duration in
Months: 36
Contract Type:
Fixed Term Regular

Date limite
de
candidature
2015-11-12,
11:59:00
PM

2015-11-10

Il est vous également possible, désormais, de vous abonner au flux RSS associé, afin d’être informé en temps réel des dernières offres disponibles.
 : Pour plus d’informations sur l’annonce, cliquer sur lien hypertexte dans la première colonne. Pour plus d’annonces de postes vacants à l’AIEA, consulter le site au lien suivant:
https://recruitment.iaea.org/phf/p_vacancies.asp.
Pour information, un niveau P4 exige 7 années d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 110 k$/an ; un niveau P5 exige 10 années d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 132 k$/an ; un niveau D1
exige 15 ans d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 156 k$/an.
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Prévisions de postes à pourvoir à l’AIEA au premier semestre 2016
Offices reporting to the Director General
Associate Coordination Officer (Director General's Office
for Coordination)

P2

Second half 2015

Head, Geneva Office (Director General's Office for
Coordination)

P5

Second half 2016

Senior Assistant Secretary (Secretariat of the Policy-making
Organs)

P5

Second half 2016

Senior Legal Officer (Nuclear and Treaty Law Section)

P5

Second half 2017

Auditor (Office of Internal Oversight Services)

P4

Second half 2015

Public Information Officer/Writer (Web, Digital Media and
Public Information Materials Section)

P2

Second half 2015

Public Information Officer/Editor (Internet) (Web, Digital
Media and Public Information Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Department of Management
Treasurer (Division of Budget and Finance)

P4

Second half 2015

Section Head (Conference Services Section)

P4

Second half 2017

Reviser (Arabic) (Arabic Translation Section)

P4

First half 2017

Section Head (Chinese Translation Section)

P5

Second half 2017

Section Head (Staff Administration Section)

P5

First half 2016

Unit Head (Recruitment Unit) (Recruitment and Staff
Development Section)

P4

First half 2017

Unit Head (IT Infrastructure) (Enterprise Systems Unit)

P4

Second half 2016

IT Systems Engineer (Infrastructure Services Section)

P3

Second half 2017
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Department of Nuclear Sciences and Applications
Entomologist (Insect Pest Control Section)

P4

Second half 2015

Section Head (Dosimetry and Medical Radiation Physics
Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Nutrition Specialist (Nutritional and Health-Related
Environmental Studies Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Radiopharmaceutical Scientist (Radioisotope Products and
Radiation Technology Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Radiation Chemist (Radioisotope Products and Radiation
Technology Section)

P4

First half 2016

Unit Head (Atomic and Molecular Data Unit) (Nuclear Data
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Fusion and Plasma Physicist (Physics Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Instrumentation Physicist (Physics Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Gamma Spectrometry Specialist

P3

Second half 2016

(Terrestrial Environment Laboratory) Research Scientist
(Biogeochemistry) (Radioecology Laboratory)

P4

First half 2016

Department of Safeguards
Management Advisor (Section for Coordination,
Communication and Security)

P5

Second half 2016

Safeguards Officer (Section for Coordination,
Communication and Security)

P4

Second half 2017

Senior Inspector for State Level Coordination (two posts)
(Department of Safeguards)

P5

First half 2016

Safeguards Training Officer (Containment & Surveillance)
(Safeguards Training Section)

P4

First half 2016
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Department of Nuclear Energy
Programme Officer (Office of the Deputy Director General)

P3

Second half 2016

Senior Knowledge Management Officer (Nuclear
Knowledge Management Section)

P5

Second half 2015

Knowledge Management Specialist (Nuclear Knowledge
Management Section)

P3

Second half 2016

Technical Head (Plant Life Management/Long Term
Operation) (Nuclear Power Engineering Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Nuclear Engineer (PRIS) (Nuclear Power Engineering
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Training Specialist (Nuclear Power) (Nuclear Power
Engineering Section)

P3

Second half 2015

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Specialist (Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2015

Nuclear Engineer (Spent Fuel Management) (Nuclear Fuel
Cycle and Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Technology Specialist (Nuclear Fuel Cycle and
Materials Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Nuclear Waste Disposal Specialist (Waste Technology
Section)

P4

First half 2016

Nuclear Engineer (Nuclear Infrastructure Development
Section)

P3

Second half 2015

Nuclear Engineer (2 posts) (Research Reactor Section)

P5

Second half 2015

Department of nuclear Safety and Security
Departmental Administrative Officer (Office of the Deputy
Director General)

P4

Second half 2016

Incident Reporting Officer (Incident and Emergency Centre)

P3

Second half 2016
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Standards Specialist (Safety and Security Coordination
Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Communication Adviser (Safety and Security Coordination
Section)

P5

First half 2017

Senior Nuclear Security Officer (Nuclear Security of
Materials outside of Regulatory Control Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Nuclear Safety Officer (Safety Assessment Section)

P4

Second half 2016

Senior Nuclear Safety Officer (2 positions) (Department of
Nuclear Safety and Security)

P5

First half 2016/ Second half 2017

Nuclear Safety Officer (Research Reactor Safety Section)

P4

First half 2016

Section Head (Regulatory Infrastructure and Transport
Safety Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Regulatory Standards Specialist (Radiation Safety and
Monitoring Section)

P5

Second half 2016

Waste Safety Specialist (Radioactive Waste and Spent Fuel
Management Unit)

P4

Second half 2016

Unit Head (Assessment & Management of Environment
Releases Unit) (Waste and Environmental Safety Section)

P5

Second half 2016
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Appels d’offre de l’AIEA (site officiel de l’United Nations Global Marketplace)
Référence

Objet

Date d’ouverture
de l’appel d’offre

26070

Gamma Imaging System

17-Sep-2015

RFP 26101-DT

Cerenkov Viewing Device and Tele Lens

06-Nov-2015

RFP 26189-DT

Development of the Autonomous Navigation and Positioning System (ANPS) Software

16-Oct-2015

RFP 26293-DTE

Physical Protection Upgrades of Temporary Storage Facility at LAEC, Lebanon

19-Oct-2015

RFQ 26365-SB

Housing Listings Software as a Service (SaaS)

Phased Design & Build Contract for ReNuAL

Date limite de
Responsable AIEA
réponse à
l’appel d’offre
Ebenezer Oritseejemite 12-Nov-2015
17:00
E.Oritseejemite@iaea.org
Tel: +43 1260022377
Ms.
Dunja
Todic 23-Nov-2015
d.todic@iaea.org
17:00
Tel: +43 12600

ReNuAL
Phased design
& build

Ms. Dunja Todic d.todic@iaea.org
Tel: +43 12600
Mr. David Tesarcik d.tesarcik@iaea.org
Tel: +43 1260021178

10-Nov-2015
17:00

23-Oct-2015

Ms Sabine Barnett
s.barnett@iaea.orgn
Tel: +43 12600

06-Nov-2015
17:00

15-Oct-2015

Christian Gronnerod h.c.gronnerod@iaea.org
Tel: +43 1260028635

19-Nov-2015
17:00

Shahnaz Leblhuber s.leblhuber@iaea.org
Tel: +43 12600
Dunja
Todic
d.todic@iaea.org
Tel: +43 12600

09-Nov-2015
17:00

This Solicitation is for the procurement of a Managing Contractor to complete the engineering design documents for
the ReNuAL Laboratories that are suitable for construction (the “Detailed Design Documents”) based on the
Functional Design of the ReNuAL Laboratories, which is provided as part of this solicitation (hereinafter referred to as
the “Functional Design”).
A MANDATORY site visit will take place on Thursday 22 October 2015 at 0900 at the IAEA premises in Seibersdorf,
Austria, where the Functional Design will be shared with attendees only.
The purpose of this solicitation is to establish a “Phased Design and Construction” contract with a multi-disciplined
Managing Contractor that is able to provide the full range of architectural, engineering and related services necessary
to complete the future construction of fit-for-purpose laboratories together with the identified office and
administrative areas, as well as associated infrastructure to support such buildings.

RFP 26259-SL

Integrated Library System and related services

14-Oct-2015

RFP 26454-DT

Re-design of Cask Radiation Profiling System (CRPS) Motor and Control Unit

02-Nov-2015
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17-Nov-2015
17:00

28
RFP

GES Development and Maintenance Services

26288-AI

The State Infrastructure Analysis Section of the Division of Information Management requires the services of a
Contractor to upgrade and enhance the existing Geospatial Exploitation System (GES) used by the imagery and
geospatial analysts to produce analytical reports and geospatial products.

27-Oct-2015

Alexandre Ivanov a.ivanov@iaea.org, Tel:
+43 12600

 : Pour plus d’annonces d’appels d’offre de l’AIEA, consulter le site de l’United Nations Global Marketplace au lien suivant: https://www.ungm.org/.
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